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Univ. officials respond
to numerous. bomb thre

BE A PATRON IN THE 1971 BISON
DEADLINE FOR PATRONAGE: February 15, 1971.

university has evidence
threat calls coming f m ~41n
the university and th calle
are believed to h~ve en
dents. "This was preclS
the
case in Meridian Hill," said
Anderson.
No arrests have been made in
connection with bomb threats so
far, and according to Lacey, the
University plans to evacuate
buildings when threats are made.
Callers have been males and
females and Howard is presently
seeking to identify the an~y
mous callers.
"There have been some discussions by the International Association of College and University Security Directors on the
subject of bomb threats," said
Lacey.
No live bomb has yet been found
on Howard's campus and there
have been no casualties among
students or other universltypersonnel. other universities are
suffering from the nuisance of
bomb threats, but not 1p the
· extent of Howard Universttr, except for University of Maryland
during the month of November.

Bomb threats at Howard University have been extremely disruptive and have seriously stifled
the process of education, according to Dr. Carl E. Anderson,
Vice President for Student Affairs, and Capt. Lloyd H. Lacey,
Security Supervisor.
"The bomb threats will have
nothing to do with the university's accreditation, but will atfect
how well we are able to do our
job here. In the long run, the
student ls the one who suffers,"
said Anderson. He said students
were not solely responsible f.or
the bomb threats that have
plagued the university throughout the fall semester.
"I think the bomb threats are
being called by students who are
not ready for their examinations," said Lacey. He pre1icted that "lf the threats continue, t1nal exams will oe impossible." Anderson said final
exams would be given according
to schedule, and that there was
no plans on the part of the administration for any change.
According to Anderson, the

•

PATRON 'CONTRACT - 1971 BISON YEARBOOK,
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19 - - - This will authorize you to :

•
'
Publish my name as a patron
in the 197f\ BISON yearbook:
'

I agree to pay:

$5 .00 as a patron
Student rate $3.00

My check or mQney order is enclosed.

My name should be listed as: - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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PLEASE PRINT CAREFULLY

Mail to :
Business Manager
BISON Yearbook
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Young Iranians
stage . march

..

Between fifty and sixty Iranian
students marched through the
campus of Howard University
recently seeking the support of
Blacks in America for the Palestinian liberating movement in
the Middle East.
The group issued fiyers which
said in part: "We the Iranian
Students, believe that the just
struggle of the Black people 1n
America shares common cause
and destiny with the antlimperialist struggles of the peoples of the Middle East, especially with the Palestlnian liberation
movement.''
The Iranian students claimed
that since 1953 their people have
been llvingunderthe "oppressive
political regime of the Shah of
Iran" who they claim is a puppet
of Western imperialists who are
exploltat1ng th'e oll fields and
workers of Iran.
The flyer concluded, , " At this
moment, when revolutloriary
struggles are being waged in
every corner of the world, the
struggle of Black people, as well
as the American Indian, in the
U.S. stands as an integral part ,
of the world revolution.
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BROOKLYN
COLLEGE of
PHARMACY

•
•

•

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
leading to

•

MASTER of SCIENCE DEGREE

•

,

•

"

'

with specialization in

PHARMACY
ADMINISTRATION
and HOSPITAL
PHARMACY .
ADMINISTRATION

\

•

Advanced
educational preparation for
positions of leadership in:
• management, marketing,
sell ing and research 1n
pharmaceutical , wholesale
and retail drug, cosmetic
and retail industries .
• teaching of pharmacy
administration.
• hospital pharmacy
•••
administration.
(internal program)

there is no
stereo place in Wash~gton like
the Stereo Place in Washington
It seems fitting that a tomorrow store with tomorrow products "
should nestle in America's lap of history. .. . Georgetown-. .

SESSIONS BEGIN

The Stereo Place is now open and eager to demonstrate to you its
up-to-date approach to stereo components.
·

Write or phone for:
• Bulletin of Information
• Application Form

Drop in ... experience the new age of aLdio. We think you'll agree,
there's no stereo place in Washington · like ours.

SEPTEMBER AND FEBRUARY

BROOKLYN COLLEGE
OF PHARMACY
OF LONG ISLAND UN IVERSITY

600 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216
Founded 1886 · MAin 24040

i

•

For stereo stuff like: Pioneer, Garrard. Sof1y, SAE.
Infinity, EPI an·d others .

I

Wisconsin and S Streets, Georgetown

N.W . Washington, 0 . C.

®
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Kjng ceremony scheduled
•

~d university will hold a

service commemorating the
birthday of Dr. Martin Luther
King, today, at 12: 15 ln Rankin
Chapel. This is one of numerous
national observances to support
the proposed King holiday.
The Reverend David H. Eaton,
Minister of All Souls Unitarian
Church, who for a time was a
fellow graduate student of Dr.
King's will deliver the main address. other comments and tributes will be made by students,
Jaculty members, and admlliistrator.s of the University. Music
will be provided by groups from
the School of Fine Arts. Dr.

Evans E. Crawford, Dean of the
Chapel, will preside.
The program, Dean Crawford
revealed, "will seek to atttrm
Dr. King as a man who stood in
many areas; a man who was not
only a leader, but a clergyman,
educator, and statesman as
well,''
The public ls invited to attend
the services.
In addition to schedullng this
service on campus, the University has announced that as far
as practicable, annual leave wlll
be granted employees who desire
to attend additional Martin Luther
King observances in the city
on that day.
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HUMP trailer finally begins trek to permanent station in Marks, Miss.

-

•

HUMP carries on despite drawbacks
By Karen Oliver

Without the fanfare and publicity which last semester accompanied news of the Howard University
Mississippi Project
(HUMP), the medical-dental
trailer finally departed last
month from Howard bound for
Marks, ~isslssippl.

;

In an interview in the HUMP
office Miss Angela Davidson, 1
secretary to Dr. Joffle P. Pittman, Director of the HUMP Project, explained that the project
has had many problems to overcome,
The first problem faced last
spring was obtaining a trailer.
When that was finally donated by
the United Auto Workers, HUM!'
tackled the task of acquiring the
insurance which was necessary
before the trailer could make
its first trip.
"After much trouble," Miss
Davidson said, ' 'We finally did
find a company which would insure us but the insurance pollcy
will expire after only one year.''

Upon arrival in Mississippi
last year HUMP workers were
confronted with a legal issue.
Mississippi law states that no
physician or dentist may practice
there with an out-of-state
Uri:inse. Apparently, because
political leaders dtd not welcome
HUMP 's presence in Mlsslssippi,
lt was made particularly difficult
for the volunteers to secure the
available 8-week te~porary
Ucenses.
"We are still having trouble
in that area," Miss Davidson explained, "but we are hopeful
that it will soon be resolved.''
In rebuttal to charges in a

letter to Senator Eastland that
HUMP was not desired in Mlssissippl, HUMP workers drew
up a petition signed by Quitman
County residents stating emphatically that HUMP was not
only desired but also needed
desperately.
In fact, the conception of HUMP
was a response to requests from

Students find Cairo

'

111.

a worthwhile· experience
By Phyll is Smith

•

•

the white-owned stores of downStudents from three colleges
town Cairo. They also helped to
in the Washington area left for
co-ordinate the delegation from
Cairo, Illinois, Thursday, Dec.
Chicago which had come to par17, to assist the Black citizens
ticipate in the Saturday march.
of the city in their struggle
The students then attended the
against the oppressive forces
services which are held every
which are trying to el1m1nate
Saturday by the heads of the
them.
United Churches of Cairo, the
The group's objective was to
Reverends Koen and Jones, and
provide whatever service they
visiting ministers from various
could for the time they would be
parts of the U.S. After the serthere. The 17 students of Fedmons everyone assembled for
eral City College, Washington
the march downtownduringwhich
Technical Institute, and Howard
the
marchers
noticed the
University took with them food
armored 12-feet high 18-feet long
and clothing in addition to the
$2, 700.00 that they had raised . tank used by the Cairo police
department. After the march the
from schools and various churchstudents helped the Chicago vises in the WlShington community.
itors prepare for their return
John Jones, coordinator of the
journey and then retired for the
project, stated, "We recognized
night.
it as an invaluable learning exOn Sunday the students took
perience" . The following ls a
advantage of the relative calm
chronalogical account of this exto take showers. Activity was
perience:
llmlted to office work. Later in
The students arrived in Cairo
the day they held an extensive
at 5:00 a.m., Friday Dec. 18,
conversation with Rev. Koen,
and slept until 9:00 a.m., when
bead of the United Front of Cairo.
they arose for breakfast and ·
At this time he explained that
received a brief orientation from
the group went to the co-op in
Leon Page, field co-ordinator of
order
to condition the people to
the Black United Front of Cairo,
this kind of economic cooperaand Bob Williams, business mantion. The question was raised
ager of the BUF. From there
about the eventuality o~ HEW,
some of the students went to work
HUD, and OEO, coming to Cairo
in the office, while others transto alleviate the problem. Koen
ferred food from the co-op store
responded that, "Any organizaoutside the city limits to the one
tion will have a majority of the
in town. They also helped to stock
Black citizens of Cairo on the
and prepare the clothing co-op,
controlling boards in order to
Bennie's Place, which was named
prevent their being abused by
in honor of Wiley Bennie Anderthese organizations. This ls why
son, the Vietnam veteran who was
they haven't come as yet".
slain in Cairo in Nov. 7, 1970,
Monday the students helped
while home on leave. The stuprepare for the distribution of
dents worked at these projects
clothing in addition to doing the
late into the night and then slept
extensive office work, shelving
in the church. It was noted that
books at the library, and auditthe church, one of those which
ing books at the United Front.
had been fired on by the law ~n
On Tuesday the students comforcem?.nt agency of Cairo, was
pleted the mail-out of letters to
riddled with !Juliet holes.
supporters across the country.
They then met with Rev. Koen
in a brief sei:;i::ton before thev
Saturday morning the students
left.
joined in the weekly picketing of

the Delta Hills Educational Association for medical and dental
assistance for its 4- and 5-year
old Headstart students and their
families.
Marks City, seat of Quitman
County, located in the upper Delta
area of Mississlppl has a population of approximately 2,600 most
of whom are Black and make
far below the national average
per annum income.
In an early survey it was discovered that there were only 35
physicians per 100,000 in Quitman county as compared to the
national average of 142 per
100,000. For the entire population of Quitman (20,900) there
were only 6 nurses.
The only hospital in Quitman
which has few modern conveniences, (only 16 beds) ls privately owned and ls without a
medicaid program,
The nearest large hospital ls
18 miles away and it, too, does
not have medlcald.

Urban Health
program begins
A program to upgrade the level
of health care for the Black
community of Washington, D.c.,
has been announced by University's Vice President for Health
Affairs Dr. Carlton P. Alexis.
Dr. Alexis noted that the new
Urban Health Program, which he
has whole- heartedly ei;idorsed,
constitutes a significant step for
the University since lt involves
all segments of the Howard University health complex in the
development of a solution to the
health care problems of metropolitan Washington.
"W 1th the official incorporation of this project,'~ Dr. Alexis
said, "we have begun to reorient
the thrust of our activities. Howard will not only train health
professionals with a high level
of technical expertise but will
also strive to develop the type
of professional who can solve
the health care problems of Black
people.'' The institution will continue to develop the necessary
academic know-how to guide this
new type of professional, he said.
The Urban Health Program of
Howard University, it ls emphasized, will not be a typical student
project where concerned and
well- meaning students
spend
time in clinics that do not make
·a significant improvement of the
health care .services provided by
their lnstltutlon. The program
launched now involves all the
health science students, respective faculties, administrators, as
well as the consumers of health
of this city.
Dr. Alexis said that he reco~
nized that there will be difficulties ln finding acceptance for
this new direction, but he said,
"we can no longer, in good conscience, sit idly by while our
people are being brutalized by an
inadequate, outmoded and insensitive health care system."
"With the initiation of this
program, we begin to make our
deed match our rhetoric," he
added.

Most of the people working
with HUMP are doing so on a
voluntary basis and are generally
students and faculty from the
Howard University Schools of
Medicine and Dentistry, although
there are quite a few local dentist and .physicians participating.

and Welfare, money is, according to Miss Davidson, ''rapidly
Jwindling, II

.

Preceding the departure of the ,
trailer, a busload of 45 medical ·
men left for Mississippi to do
preliminary examinations and
screenings. The trailer, however, ls lodged in Marks, Mississippi permanently.
This past summer," Miss \
Davidson pointed out, ''290 four
and five-year-olds were driven
from Mississippi in our bus to
be treated in Freedman's Hos-.
pital and the College ot .Den-:
Ustry. "Our dream," she continued, " ls a health unlt on
wheels."
'
11

As yet, however, the trailer ls
not fully equipped with medical
and dental supplies because of a
lack of funds. Despite last year's
extensive fund-raising efforts
and an $84,000 grant from the
Department of Health Education

The HEW grant, she pointed
out, 11was not given for the purpose of actually setting up the
program and furnishing supplies
and personnel but, rather, to
plan and outline the program."
Grant~d in July, the tunds cover
a 9-morfth period which ends in
April of 1971. "We are currently querying private foundations for additional funds to keep
·HUMP alive," said Miss Davidson.
Consequently, another fl.md
raising spectacular ls scheduled.
The main feature will be a raffle
offering three as yet undecided
prizes. Included in the ef!orts
will be , a Slav.e Stomp similar
to the one held last year.
Bumper stickers and buttons
are on sale at the HUMP office
for the cost of $1.00 each, a
, price which Miss Davidson considers "ridiculous."
Anyone interested in HUMP
may attend meetings held each
Wednesday at 5:30 in the HUMP
office at 2217 4th Street N. W.
•

•

Faun troy takes primary
•

in

D.C.

•

Democratic race
By Robert Taylor

For the first time ln nearly
100 years last Tuesday the residents of the District of Columbia
voted in political primaries which
a saw a surprising 47o/0 of the
Districts registered voters cast
their ballots, and when their
votes were counted Democrat
Rev. Walter E. Fauntroy andRepubllcan John A. Nevius emerged
as the victors of their respective primaries.
·
Because of the almost unpre.cedented nature of the reprimar.;.
ies, there are few past voting
patterns to compare the January
.12, elections to. But, nevertheless, several interesting features
of the primaries stand out.
D.C. voters showed far more
unity in voting and apparent concensus of thought than many observers had expected. For despite early forecast of a widely
divided vote and the possibility
of a February 2, run-of! election because the large number
of people (nearly 50) who had
declared their intentions to run,
the wlrmer of Democratic pnmary, Fauntroy, a long time
friend and aide of the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, captured
44% of the democratic vote from
a field of six other Black hopefuls. And despite having the opportunity of being able to vote
for any one of seven men, 97o/o
of the vote went to the top three
ca ndidates : Fauntroy 44%,
Yeldell 31%, and Phlllips 22%.
Nevius, the Republican and only
white man to enter the race, won
his primary virtually by default
because he was the only man to
enter the Republican primary,
Therefore, very few significant
conclusions can be drawn from
his victory.

Fauntroy' s victory on the other
hand offers us some opportunity
for analysis. First of all, perhaps because of the re_s:entness
of establishment political activity in the District, Fauntroy's
victory had many aspects of a
personality rather than organizational or issue triumph. And many
observers feel that despite Fauntroy's claim, that he was running
on his record, his association
with Dr. King may have swayed
many voters to his favor.
In electing Fauntroy the voters
of the District may have shown
their ability not to be swayed
by the establishment, for it was
Yeldell not Fauntroy who had
th~ backing of Mayor Washington
and most of the city's so-called
Black establishment.
The primary campaigns were
marked by a lack of real issues. Most of the candidates expressed very similar views about
the major ones. They all wanted
home-rule for the District, more
security from crime, and qetter
facilities to deal with the drug
.problem.
Now that it ls all over until
the March 23 general election,
both Fauntroy and Nevius are
getting their forces together for
the battle with whichever independent candidates are able to
qualify. Rumor has it that such
D. c. personalities as Julius Hobson and Rev. Douglass ~toore
may run. And 1.f they do Fauntroy and Nevius will probably
have a political race on their
hands.

•
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Analysis of the recent pr1 mar1e s
This article was submitted prior to the
D.C. primaries this past Tuesday.

The primaries are being held
this week and the people in the
District of Columbia are being
locked into t~e two party system, which young Black people
have been questioning seriously
as an adequate and continuing
polltical vehicle for the fullest
expression of their needs for
self-determination. At least,
seven of the candidates seemed
to have forgotten the bitter expertences of the Mississippi
Freedom
Democratic Party
in Atlantic City at the Democratic Party's national conventiori in 1964, and they have been
attempting to ressurrect a moribund party in the District of
Columbia on the basis of the
events surrounding Channing
Phillip's nomination at the 1968
Convention in Chicago. Actu~lly,
neither the Democrats nor the
Republicans have had a good
record with respect to the District. However, we have been
saddled with a campaign for a
non-voting candidate to Congress
without any substantive analysis
on the political, economic and
cultural future of the District
of Columbia within the framework of the social imperatives
of the decades of the sixties and
seventies.

Integration pushed
All
the
candidates, and
especially Walter Fauntroy,
Channing Phillips and Joe Yeldell
are pushing a strong integrationist campaign to a seventy
per cent plus Black population
only two years after the D. c.
uprisings :µtd the formation of
the Black United Front, which was
organized by Philllps, Fauntroy,
Kenneth Kenne9y, and many
others who were riding the Black
Power bandwagon engineered by
Stokely Carmichael. All the candidates are talking about Home
Rule, Statehood and Self Determination, in addition to the more
concrete problems of crime, narcotics, educ at ion, housing,
health, transportation, commuter
tax and revenue responsibilities
of the Federal «overnment. They
have not come µp with any creative and progressive ideas for
our economic, political and cultural development, but they have
assured us quite candidly that
they have the competence ofprofessional "shufflers" , who can
pirouette to the anti-diluvian
waltz,es of the cacophony of Congressional decision-making on
mattets concerning the District
of Columbia.

More divisiveness

-

-

Let us look seriously at the
broad platforms of Home Rule,

0

By Acklyn Lynch

Statehood, and Self-determination. Firstly, the District of
Columbia will get Home Rule
in the decade of the seventies,
for it has been on the drawing
boards in recent years. However,
when we get Home Rule, the
Black community will be totally
divided by the polorlzation which
will harden around sectional t.nterest groups in the absence
of a unifying ideological position.
Since the Black community in
the District has not participated
activel.x in political life, and
there ~ never been a progressive political machine, nor a
continuing political experience,
we cannot presume to follow
in the tradition of Gary, Cleveland
or Newark until a solid program
of political education and political
organization has been effectively
carried out in order to eliminate
internal conflicts and contradictions among Black professionals,
Black bourgeoisie, Black nationalists, Black government
workers, Black unemployed and
underemployed and Black youth.
No candidate has outlined a continuing program of political education that will be useful beyond
the primaries. No candidate has
shown us the political direction
that we will take beyond the elections, even including the certainty of Home Ruel. Unless, of
course, they are avowed integrationists, whose continuing commitment will be to the political
patronage of the defunct Democratic liberal establishment in
the District, which is essentially
controlled Ly Jewish commercial
and professional interests. This
being the case, it will not be
really necessary for the candidates to forward a progressive political platform that will
serve the interests and meet the
needs of the Black population
in the District.

Statehood
We can easily speculate that
accompanying Home Rule, the
non-voting delegate will be accorded full Congressional status
by some fiat of Congressional
gymnastics. We will probably obtain two Congressmen in a carefully gerrymandered situation in
which one will be black and the
other will be white as reflected
by the political climate west
and east of Rock Creek Park.

'Smoke screen
However,
the
District of
Columbia will not obtain Statehood and the candidates should
lmow that this represents nothing but a smoke screen in their
platform. Statehood is out of the
question because of the limited

population of the District, the
absence of economic power and
natural resources in a national
context, the dependency on the
administrative functions of the
Federal government, the Hatch
Act, and the withering away of a
historicaj and cultural tradition
which has always been the consequence of a mobile and migrant
population. In addition, serious
consideration is being given to
metropolitan government as a result of the declining tax base
in the District, which severely
limits revenues, and the increasing cost of city government resulting from efforts to provide
adequate social services, which
escalate expenditures. It ls
argued that metropolitan government will provide more taxable
dollars, will reduce the per unit
cost of the larger administrative
units and will allow administrative streamlining, thereby providing greater efficiency and
more effective control. This administrative apparatus will no
doubt reduce Black representational control of the District and
allow effective control to return
to the more affluent suburbs.
The phenomenon of metropolitan
government
and eventually
megalopolis has been seriously
discussed in professional circles
as 1t relates to geo-political
control, environmental control,
economic necessity, transportation effectiveness and military
expediency. The candidates have
not discussed Statehood in this
context, and we are at a loss
to understand in what future context they are actually considering this question.

Analys_is needed
on the issue of self-determination, t " candidates have not
given us a serious economic
analysis of the District and its
future. They have not done this
because they don't have a program beyond Federal charity and
increased taxation on the income side, and because as petti-·
bourgeois nationalist Grand Prefects they will hand us over
"lock-stock-and-barrell" to our
economic overlords, so that in
our neo-colonial situation we
could fight for a piece of the
action in social services. How
can these candidates talk about
economic self-determination,
when the powerful economic interests live outside of the
District, and real economic
growth in recent years has been
taking place in the industrial
parks or tne suburbs and tne
large shopping centers which
service both the suburban communities and the people of the
District?

Rhetoric of 60s
Actually, the candidates are
supplying us with a good dose
of the rhetoric of the sixties,
with Walter Fauntroy ta.lkµlg
about "nation-time" to Black
people and "-integration 'a la.
S. C. L. C." to white folks. This
kind of duality persists without ·
any sorting out of social directives for consistent polltical action. Furthermore, the candidates speak as though the campaign itself will act as an organizing vehicle, and when the nonvoting Congressional delegate
has been elected, political life
in the District of Columbia will
be enhanced. We hasten to remind them that we have elected
a School Board and we have
nothing but educational chaos in
the District, we have elected a
Model Cities Board and we have
continuing social decay, and we
have been given an appointed City
Council and we have continued
to experience administrative
stagnation. What we have been
witnessing in this campaign, has
been the default of the "gra.dualist" to the liberal establishment, so that Black middle-class
orientation of integration and
equal acceptance by their own
peers among white liberals and
radicals can be achieved. This
smacks of traditional political
opportunism. In this context, we
have recognized middle-class
radicalism ln the rhetoric qf
the campaign, which for all its
militancy cum gradualism 'a la
integration wlll never have mass
Black appeal. These candidates
express not the needs of the
Black masses but their own needs
as representatives of an articulate class. However, experience
has taught Black people and
especially Black youth, that, in
tlle final analysts, the structure
of American society can easily
defeat, check, negate, balance out
and control integration on any
level; but it can at the same
time permit whatever amount
of token integration is necessary either to let off steam as
it were, or to satisfy the gradualists. This is essentially the
political significance of these

elections for a non-voting candidate to Congress for the District of Columbia.

Emasculated
These candidates have not
analyzed seriously the decade
of th~ sixties and they have not
given us a sense of social direction. They are in default in their
platforms of self-orientation and
self-leadership, and they have
been successfully maneuvered
into the position where the problems of the District will be
solved by others within the traditional framework of the major
parties. Once again, our political destiny has been institu- ·
tionalized as an organic part
of the civil rights movement
and the traditional democratic
processes, and our creative and
intellectual potential will be
emasculated. The genuine political statement of the uprisings
(insurrection) of April 1968 wll\
become an accident of history.

·1
1

j

No time for people
Fina.Uy, our Congressional
non-voting candidate with his 13
man staff will spend most of the
time lobbying in Congress for the
District of Columbia and probably mllking speeches around
the nation. He will not have
the time nor the manpower to
build an independent political
organization that will serve the
best interest ·of a strong and
united Black community. He will
not have the energy to provide
creative leadership for the District outside the orb)t of either
major party, for Ms effectiveness will be controlled by the
haza.r ds of party life. Our nonvoting delegate will be a functionary at best. He will not be
afforded the time or opportunity
to develop a program of polltical education that will project
viable institutional alternatives
for Black people. I hope that
we could think through this experience seriously, for the challenge of the present and the
future will remain not only with
the candidates
themselves but
,
with those who will support them
actively in their respective campaigns and at the ballot box.

,

-.
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Bl.a ck e·ntr e p re n e u r cites plclns
By Danny Simms

,
'

Ed Murphy, one of Washington's most successful Black businessman, discussed some of his
upcoming lJusiness ventures and
the economic situation of Blacks
in Washington, D. c., during a
recent ffiLLTOP interview.
"Economics plays a major part
in the Black man's freedom;
before we can achieve economic
change. Granted economic developmP.nt is a short range solution,
but it ls one of the first necessary steps to the social betterment of Blacks," cominented
Murphy.
During . the interview Murphy
was going over the receipts of
the day, looking through the plans
for his planned $5.4 million hotel,
and closing a deal on some community projects.
Murphy was first asked about
his Black Dollar Magazine, and
he explained the ideology behind
it.
11
The overall concept of the
magazine is to educate the merchant as well as the community
and to keep Black dollars in the
Black community: Buying Black
ultimately to get Black merchants to support Black businesses. People aren't aware of Black

businesses,
so Black Dollar
brings a directory of Black business to Black people."
He said that he got the idea
of the magazine right after the
riots: "Many of the militants,
community workers, and concerned individuals met at this
club in an effort to decide what
could be done to prevent further
riots and bring more Black businesses into the Black community.
"During the meeting many
plans of action were discussed
from boycotting to rioting, however, the most effective plan that
evolved was that of 'Black Dollar".
Now 40, Murphy is a product
of the Washington ghetto. He
attended Cardozo High School and
went through everything that is
facing Black youths today. Hustling to keep food in his stomach
and clothes on his back gave him
his early business education.
Coupling his ghetto experiences
with his own instinctive business
this scene is what makes Murphy
the businessman he is today.
Unlike many of the other Blacks
who have "made it" he has not
forgotten the ghetto and still
wants to see Blacks in the ghetto

become self-determined men. "I
have never left the ghetto in my
mind," said Ed in a moment of
reflection," and as long as it
exists I guess I never will."
Murphy's newest business venture ls one of the most ambitious business projects ta.ken on
by a Black in this area. The
$5.4 million l\1urphy Hotel will
be built on the site of his current
club. The hotel will have 200
rooms, a bank, a travel bureau
and just about every other modern
convenience.
To make way for the hotel, his
popular supper club will be torn
down in three months. The hotel
will also be a training school
to d'evelop young Blacks for high
paying jobs in hotel management.
The wealthy owner hopes to start
a chain of hotels acr oss the
country if his hotel works out
the way he wants it.
Recogntzing the need to help
all worthy community efforts Ed
has the distinction of becoming
one of the first patrons of Howard University's yearbook, and
has signed a contract for permanent advertising in it.
•

•,,
Ed Murphy , one of first patrons of HU Yearbook, presents check to
•
Danny Simms.
Brittain Photo

Resolu.tion of United Front
Our struggle is against the power
and the world rules of this dark
times," - - - - Ephesians 6:12
1971 is here, but the pwoer
and resources of the world still
exist 1n the hands of a small
number of white racists. 1971
ls here, yet the masses of black
people and thethird-worldpeople ·
are dying from hunger, cold,
disease, pollution, and the military & police might of the world
ruler. 1971 is here, yet the
government still continues to give
thousands of dollars to rich
farmers not to grow crops while
welfare mothers are receiving
16~ a meal. General Motors continues to exploit brothers in South
Africa. (Many black workers of
General Motors receive 52~. to
58~ per hour.) 1971 finds 'the
United Front and the black com-

munity of Cairo, after 21 months,
still struggling against the white ,
merchants and the racist city
government. Some who started
out on the "battlefield" with us
have fallen--Brother Wiley Anderson. We have been firebombed
(SICA Market, October 24, 1970).
The United Front office has been
firebombed .and shot into as recently as Oct. 22, 1970. Black
homes have been burned and shot
into. Bullets wounded Brother
John Garrett and Sister Joyce
Gilkey in their heads. Many of
our brothers and sisters have
been beaten in the streets. Jail ·
cells have become a familiar
site for the black community of
Cairo. Armored trucks roam the
streets. Cairo has become a military camp. We have had 142

(Continued on Page S)
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--_Did you know 1"

•

By Robert (The Black) Taylor

THAT the sole Black suvivor,
Ruchell Magee, of the August
7, San Ralael California Court
House shootout, for which Angela
Davis is to be tried, revealed
that he was offered immunity
from prosecution if he woUld
perjure himself by testifying
against Sister Davis. He said in
an official court affidavit that
the offe r was made by the attorney who had been assigned to
represent him and by two Marin
court judges (the workings of the
AmerlKKKan judicial system).
THAT one of Nigeria's largest
independent newspapers recently issued a very revolutionary
editorial in a belated response
to the Portuguese-backed invasion of Guinea when it urged the
Black nations of Africa to "reconsider in a more realistic
and sober atmosphere the urgent
necessity of raising an all.African military command for
· the defense of the independence
and integrity of their territories
and the liquidation of the remaining pockets of imperialist
influence and control on the African continent." (Is that Black
enough for you?)
THAT the U.S. Army recently "paid" a South Vietnamese
peasant for his dead daughter
who they say was " accldently"
killed by Allied troops while
looking for Viet Cong. Army
authorities gave the man $130.
(the AmerlKKKan way of doing
things.)
THAT of the 35,000 commercial airplane pilots in the United
States only 55 are Black. (Well,
I guess Niggers like to get " high"
in other ways.)
THAT actor- comedian Bill
Cosby is " on the case". His
NBC television show has more
.. Blacks , proportionally, working
on it than any other in Hollywood and Bill has paid Black
l

apprentice stand-ins out of his
own pocket for a year in order
to get them in the highly anUBlack camera unions and during
the past year he did nearly 20
free concerts for Black causes
which woUld have gros:;ed him
$400,000 or more if he had been
paid for them. (The brother ls
on the case.)
'..'
THAT ln Harlem, New York,
perhaps the largest Black community in America, roughly 75%
of all businesses in the area
are owned by white folk. (Think
about that the next time you
pay $3.50 to see Smokey Robinson at the Apollo Theater.)
THAT deadly chemicals and
defoliants which have been known
to cause birth defects in human
beings are being used by the
United States against the revolutionary people of Vietnam. These
chemicals and defoliants have
also rendered l / 7 of the land
area of South Vietnam unusable
for the growing of food. (And the
Americans said they were there
to help the people.)
THAT "Democracy ~s a lie if
the people do not speak. Therefore, it there ls such a thing
as a silent majority in America
then this is not a democracy,
for there is a basic contradiction." -- Calvin Morris, Chicago
Directer of Operation Breadbasket. (Think about it.)
THAT there are already students on campus organizing for
the spring Student Government
elections. (Now we know where
all the leaders have gone.)
THAT there ls a fallacious assumption a.mong some people on
campus that most of the material
for this column comes from Jet
Magazine. In order to start the "
year off with the truth the information fot DID YOU KNOW
comes from extensive reading
and research. ("The Black" ls
on the case.)
,

HU needs Ballets Africains
By Acklyn Lynch

Les Ballets Africains, which
depicts the rich cultural heritage of the Republic of Guinea,
ls currently performing at the
· Brooks Atkinson Theatre on
Broadway, New York. Th~irper
formance will continue until January 16. In December, the troup
performed successfully in Baltimore. Les Ballets Africans received the first prize for the
most outstanding folklore ballet
performance at the PanAfrican
Cultural Festival in July, 1969.
The company performs exquisitely chor eographed works on the
legend of Soundiata Kelta, found- .
er of the great Mali empire, and
the heroic story of l'vl 'Bala Cam ..
ara, a revolutionary sister, who
-immortalized
herself in the
struggle against colonialism Jn
the decade of the fifties.
In recent times, the Republic
of Guinea, under the leadership of Brother Ahmed Sekou
.. Toure' has had to call upon his
people to repel an abortive invasion engineered by the Portu 7
guese with the benefit of arms
from NATO. P res ident Sekou
Toure' is one of the staunchest
proponents of African Unity and
P.A. I.G. 's revolutionary struggle
against Portuguese colonialism
in Guinea Bissau.
Our sympathies at Howard University were extended to the
people of the Republic of Guinea
in their difficult hours as brothers and sisters wrote compelling
articles in the Hilltop. However,
w~ could move a step further by
inviting Les Ballets Afrlcains
to perform at Cramton Audl.torium sometime during the next
two weeks, 1f their scheduling
and contractural arrangements
will allow it. These matters would
be properly investigated with the
Guinean Embassy in Washington,
D. C. and the booking agents in
New York.
The concert should be free or
.i... perhaps at a nominal fee for our
com munlty. It could be sponsored
by
HUSA, APLC, (LASC),
the School of Fine Arts, and the
African Studies Program.
A

Committee could be easily organized with Donald Byrd, Jeff
Donaldson,
Chlke Onwauchl,
Pearl Stewart, Roy Allen, John
Holton, Sam Wallace, Ernest Wilson, and Carl Anderson. Mer
the concert, has been arranged
and advertised, the student body,
through the D. C. Project, the
Pan-Hellenic Council, or the Alabama 86, could be effectively used
to bring brothers and sisters
from the community to the pe rformance, We should use the opportunity to affirm our solidarity
with the people of the Republic
of Guinea in their efforts to maintain their national character ana
to avoid neo-colonialist encroachments on their national
lif'e. This should reflect a total
affirmation of our Black people(Con tin ucd on Page 6)

,

1970 was not the . most momentous of recent years, .bs, but it may be described as
son1ewhat eventful, considering the workable elements, that is, the Howard · University
community. However, it may be wise to take a retrospective glance at '70, in order to see
where progress is needed for the future.
In the spring se1nester last year , the 1najor issues on the can1pus were Cheek's
inauguration, HUMP, Stokely's visit, Featherstone's death/ Rap's disappearance, the student
Board of Trustees election, Student government elections, and the Pan-African AHSA
conference. And finally the suspension of classes iu May .
In Fall '70: HUSA hassless, The D.C. Project , Minister Farakan, Mungo, the Panther
Convention, the Alabama 86, the Blues Festival , bon1b scares, and a new radio station.
On paper, these things seem rather insignificant, and in reality son1e of them were, while
others w~re monumental. HUMP was an interesting bit of bally-hoo and campaigning for a
worthwhile cause, which son1e say turned into a glamour trip for the status
seekers ... Stokely's visit was undoubtedly the highlight of the semester, regardless of the
iinpact that Cheek's inaugural bash was supposed to have on the world at large ....
The violent death of Ralph Featherstone and Che Payne, along with Rap Brown's
disappearance received a ripple of attention, but came at an unfortun~te tin1e , interrupting
the Greek pledge season, which, of course remained in the forefront. An i11teresting sight it
was to see a denJ,onstration in 1nourning and protest of the incident overshadowed by Greek
singing and dancing ... Guess who had the larger crowd...
.
The Pan-African influence that Stokely brought to the can1pus was reinforced by the
African Heritage Studies Association's conference in l\1ay. Amid the cultural and political
Black perfor1ners and spokesn1en who came for the purpose of enlightening, were Howard
students who attended to be entertained ...
Cheek avoided student protest by suspending classes after Jackson a11d Augusta. It
worked....
i
And then the great expectations of the HUSA candidates with their winning " X" slate.
As usual, the X stood for the unknown. Little did they know what lay ahead ...
But they found out in September, October, Nove1nber, Decen1ber, and they're finding
out rnore now. Any event on this carnpus during the past se1nester that 1nay ha ve been truly
meaningful was upstaged by the . financial bickerings of an over-endowed Student
Association ... Oh! Ahnost forgot the D.C. Project , and so has everyone else ....
While we're on the subject of HUSA, we can't 01nit the No. t attention getter of the first
semester--Joel Mungo. It no longer seer.1s to be a question of " Did he or didn't he?" We all
know for sure. But what does it 1nean except another hero in the annals of ca 1np~s
corruption ...
It seems strange to juxtapose this subject to a very positive event of the first
semester--the speech of Minister Louis Farakan. He was probably one of the 1nost inspiring
revelations can never be forgotten ....
Nor .can the unprecedented victories of the sports teams, particularly the HU Booters, be
easily forgotten ...
The efforts of the 86 students who traveled to Alaba1na to aid in the politic-.il carnpaigns
of Black candidates _proved that the spirit of involve1nent has not left us all ....
All of us remember the Blues Festival, although few of us had the n1oney to go. But
those who did attend-- in blatent whiteness·--111ade it an unfortunate occasion that 1will
always be apologized for by everyone who had anything to do with it ....
The Panther Conve11tion was too recent to forget. \'Ve'll ;,.now better next ti111e ...
The radio station donated by WTOP 111ay prove to be a worthwhile and eff~ctive tool for
cornn1unicating with the entire con1n1unity to help influence the political direction of its
listeners. Already , however. many people on the ca1npus are sceptical of the significa nce of
the station, but they are probabl y the sa1nc o nes who have been co n1plaining for yeai·s about
the need fo r such a niediu1n ...
Fro111 all of this, we can surn1isc that cc-rta in things will d o1ninate the c-an1pus scene in
' 71 . Conu11u11ication will be a 1nain e111phasis. as will political power and ideology. We 1nust
beware of n1aking old 1nistakes, disca rd last. year 's garbage, a1~d hold on to the rcmna11ts of
progres~.

,,.
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nights or snooting as of October 27, 1970. The Pharaoh of
Illinois (Governor Ogilvie) has
issued a contract on Rev. Koen's
life. The h i g- h priest (Bishop
Zuroweste) has plotted to throw
us out of the temple; the bishop
has asked that the United Front
leave its present premises by
February 1. But as the year
1971 begins, we want to make
it clear to the International Black
Community and Chlrstlan and
Revolutionary forces around the
world that the United Front of
Cairo is continuing a relentless
struggle against the enemies of
mankind, racism, exploitation,
and imperialism. The struggle
forhuman justice is still young
in Cairo, and • we will continue
to struggle until human justice
•
ls won.
Continue a R~lentless StrugglP
The United · Front of Cat "

•
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Drama production improved

RNA se.ts up commun1t1es

By Henry Anderson

or Palestines in the world. But
there ls Mississippi.
"The state has 45,000 square
miles,'' Brother Imari continued,
"but only two million people less than in several U.S. cities.
And half of these people are
Black. While underdeveloped,
Mississippi ls also relatively
un-polluted and plentMul in natural resources. We think that
where both Welfare and Poverty
Programs have failed our people,
Ujamaa Economics deserves the
chance to bring us all the' kind
of better life we know it can.''
Ujamaa Economics, based on
African communal living, rests
on cooperative ownership, cooperative work, and equal sharing of the surplus wealth c reated
by the community. National officers of the Republic, meeting
last week in Milwaukee, officially adopted Ujamaa Economics
as the economics of the Republic and set the stage for c reating " the Society for the National
Bank," through which Black
people will supply tunds for the
New Com mpnity.
"Start- money" for a New
Coummunity of 500 families has
been placed at seven-and-a-half
million dollars ($7, 500,000), or
$15,000 per family. These funds
would provide every New Community with a pre-fab housing
factory, owned by the Community, and enough material to build
every family a beautiful new
home - 11000 square feet of
living space - in one year. These
funds would also provide every
New Community with a health
center, schools, recreation and
nursery complexes, a communications and broadcast center, offices, shopping center, an industrial plant, and farm equipment and stock. In short, such
communities will be inter-dependent and self-sufficient among
themselves.
The Republic now has pledged
to seek funds for these communities in the form of reparations. Approximately 20 states
will each be asked to pay reparations, on a pilot basis, to
500 Black families for use in
development of a New Community.

NEW ORLEANS, La. - The first
step in a massive effort to end
Black unemployment and give
thousands of Black families new
housing and fresh start toward
a good life was confirmed here
today by the RepubUc of New
Africa. (RN A).
The heart of the program is
series of New Communities to
be built on virgin land all' across
Mississippi, a state heretofore
known for violence and repression of Blacks. In its projected
1971-1972 pilot stage, the program has a minimum price tag
of 150 million dollars and would
re-locate 10,000 families now
living in 20 different states. In
developed form 1t would involve
bllllons and re-form the lives
of at least ten million Black
people.
Funds for the New Communities would come from reparations money, to be sought
from both U.S. state and national governments , but also and
especially from Black people
thems elves , as donating members of the Society for the National Bank of the Republic of
New Africa.
Brother
Imari
Abubakari
Obadele, I, President of the Republic,
confirmed that land for
..
the first New Community has
already been acquired in Hinds,
County, Mississippi, about thirty
miles fro m Jackson. He said the
first R.N. A. personnel are ex. pected to be in residence there
by early spring and that the
flrst group of families should be
able to more in by the opening
of school next September. He
callea the R.N.A. program a
''staggeringly i mportant turn toward freedom" and " the first
real breakthrough in our 100year-old struggle for a rich and
beautiful life for all of us."
"We regard ~1issis s ippi as
that •promised land' for Black
people," Brother lmari said,
"which Martin Luther.King, alter
going · to the mountaintop, said
t'hat we, as a people, would reach.
We who are tired of poverty
and oppression, the crime, corruption and cynicism of American
society a r e entitled to somewhere
to rest our heads and start anew.
There are no more Australlas

Last month's presentation of
"Ornette" by Clay Goss in addition to segments of T.G.
Cooper's "Strawman" marked
the beginning of a new concept
in theatre production for the
drama students of Howard University.
Unlike any other production, this one was executed by
the drama students themselves
with little or no creative assistance from instructors. The
intention of their actors/ writers/
directors workshop, as it had
been labeled was to give themselves experience and practice
at organizing their own theatre. Although their idea of a
student planned and organized
production had great potential it
would have gone over better if
more students had shown up to
help the few that did.
"Strawman" a play written
by T.G. Cooper and one of the
two plays staged. and directed
by various student directors was
a little bit on the tired side.
If you'd seen it you would probably have been .reminded of a
daytime sequel to "The Secret
Storm", totalfy white middle

class. In essence the play
involved a woman who thought ·
her husband sterile, and convinced his best friend to lay her
so that she might conceive a baby
and later finds out before going .
through with it that her husband
has impregnated another woman.
Now Ornette was the treat of
the evening as far as I'm concerned. The play this time (it
was interpreted before by Ellen
Lewis) was so easytounderstand
that even your feeble- minded
grandmother would have dug it
or would have at least left with

some idea as to what happened
on that stage.
Instead of trealdng the audience
out ·a s Lewis attempted to do or
as Clay Goss the author stated
"giving the audience the feeling
that they o. D." Cooper highlighted the dope pusher.
~
I

At the end of each show th~ .
actors, writers and director~
listened
to comments and
answered questions from the
audience about the plays.

Topogra, ph ica I centers
studied

by HU

Two Howard students completed the initial phases of research work during the holiday
recess for the establishment of
a portable, Black topographical
center on the campus.
Roy Allen, Treasurer of the
African
Peoples Liberation
Council (A.K.A. Liberal Arts Student Council), and Robert N,
Taylor, Feature Editor of the
IIlLLTOP, journeyed to Chicago
to ·do research and gather information and ideas from the
(Continued from Page S)
Black Toi)ographical Center that
has been established there.
hood, as we attempt to redimenA Black Topographical Center
sionalize our solidarity with our
is designed to study and show a
people in their dally struggle.
comprehensive
state-by-state
President Cheek should react
breakdown of the relationship of
favorably to this idea after reBlack people to the land. The
turning from the Mother Contincenter would also include a more
ent with positive vibrations to the
general and wider variety of
cultural and historical ties which
information on Black people in
bind peoples of African origin on
the United States.
the African continent and in the
An example of some of the
diaspora.
most interesting information
Let us seize the time. Let us
through this experience create . gathered was Chapter Ten ofThe
McCarran Act (The act .which
an atmosphere that will transestablished conc.e ntration or decend the ages and all differences
tention camps in.the United States
in order to create the Present
and gave the president the legal
in Unity. Let the message that
authority to detain indefinitely
will result from this experience
resound across the waters as our · persons who he believes threaten national security in times
brothers and sisters recognize
of national emergency) which
our solidarity and our love.
read in part: "Once the Ghetto
· Acklyn Lynch

Ba 11 et

team

sealed off, and depending upon
the violence being perpetrated by
the guerillas the following . actions could be taken by the "
authorities:
1. A curfew would be imposed
in the enclosed isolated area.
No one would be allowed out of
or into the area after sundown.

1s

2. During the night the authorities would not only patrol the
boundary lines, but would also
attempt to control the streets
and, if necessary, send out foot
patrols through the entire
area.... "
According to Roy All~, who
headed the two-man research
team, a preview of of the information gathered during the
Chicago trip will be ready for
public display about mid-February.
There are presently, according the leaders of the Chicago
topographical center, thirty other
such centers throughout the country all rather small and similar
to one another. When asked of ~
what benefit he considered the
establishment of such a center
at Howard would be, Robert N.
Taylor ·r eplied, "It wlll provide
lnlormaUon, and I believe if
people know the truth they wiH. .,
find their way to freedom."

-

NAVAL
RESEARCH .
LABORATORY·

'
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c.

B.

' WASHINGTON, D.C.
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-

The Navy's Corporate Laboratory-NRL-is
engaged in research embracing practically all
branches of physical and engineering science and
covering the entire range from basic investigation
of fundamental problems to applied and developmental research.
The Laboratory has a continuing need for
physicists, chemists, metallurgists, mathematicians,
oceanograph~rs , and engineers (electronic, electrical and mechanical). Appointees, who must be
U.S. citizens, receiv.e the full benefits of the career
Civil Service.
Candidates for bachelor's, master's and d,ctor's de'grees in any of the above fields a're
invited to schedule interviews with NRL repl'esentatives who will be in the
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se lect e d so ccer
A ll A m e ri can s
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Ke i t h Aq u i
Keith rtqui, who scored in every play off game for 1.:1e Bison. was
named the outstanding forward in the NCAA Soccer Tournament.

Alvin Henderson and Keith Aqu1,
who between them sc or~d 42 goals
this season, were named to the
1970 All American soccer squad
according to releases from the
National Soccer Coaches Association.
Hender son was named to the
first team All America squad
as a lineman, while Aqui was
picked on the second team. Aqui
was also selected the Outstanding· Forward in the NCAA soccer
tournament this past December
in Edwardsville, Ill. , where Howard fell in the semifinals, 4-3,
to late rallying UCLA.
Henderson and Aqui join Ron
Mabra of the Bison football squad
as the latest additions from Howard to be named to an All America team. Captain Stan Smith and
Desmond Alfred of the soccer
team wer e both selected to the
All East South. regional squad,
bringing to five, the total of
Bis on players picked on post
season teams.
Howard's soccer team zipped
through a 12-1- 1 season be.fore
running into UCLA in the semi
finals. Aqui and Henderson
provided most of the scoring
efforts with 21 goals apiece. Both
are fr eshmen, and both are from
Trinidad. The two were honored
1n a special awards banquet held
in New York City's Commodore
Hotel late Saturday evening,
Although the official soccer
season is over, the two have
remained active, participating 1n
the National Soccer League by
playing on the local Tr inidad
All "star team. Just to prove
they wer e no fluke, in their
first contest with the All Stars,
they each scored twice.

A l vi n H e nd e r s on :
Be11er known to his teaninwtes as "Choo Choo", Alvin Henderson tied
Aqui for scoring honors with 21 goals for the season .
•

''Caution: too much·of
Sugarcane can·cause you
to rave endlessly about
him and become abore:'
The above quote was lifted from Joe Klee 's review of the
new John Mayall album. '"U.S.A. Union." It was written , in
Rock Magazine , before Sugarcane 's solo album was
released.
You 've probably heard Sugarcane's incredible electric
violin playing, here and there. for years. He was Don of the
innovative duo Don & Dewey. (They had a couple of hits.
and It's A Beautiful Day wrote a song in their honor.) In
addition to being featured on the"' U.S.A. Union " album,
Sugarcane toured with Mayall. He's played with Zappa and
the Mothers (he's still recording with Zappa. check out
"Chunga's Revenge " ). And he's a regular part of The
Johnny Otis Show (featured on Johnny's most recent
album.. too) .
But never, before his new Epic album. could you hear so
much Sugarcane all in one place.
Here's more from the Mayall Rev iew : ·
.
" Completing the quartet is one of those amazing giants
about whom I'm afraid to say much for fear of getting
carried away into novella. I've been digging Sugarcane
Harris on fiddle for a while now. It is only that I haven 't
had the chance to hear
Sae
him live that keeps me
dareanelfanis
from stating categorirm~":¢;!;:'.,/Fun1cA1wt
cally that he is the greatAtAUeSoufAJodtr- . 1tA#Off ~,
es.t artist who ever
touched horsehair to a
gut. His swelling. swirling sounds can really
engulf you in his musi- /
c~I journeys and
•
sweep you involvedly
a,long w ith them .
Watch out-like I
~aid-Sugarcane is
habit forming ."

~ whole album of Sugarcane, On Epic C~f.g,

•
•

'
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Adain Renfroe, Law School:
The soliciting of fund s by K:ipp·1.
Alpha Psi Fraternity for Angela
D av i~·.!'> attorney's fee .

"i

·~

.

Lauren Smith , L.A ., Jr.: The
football. soccer, and basketball
teams success. this has been the
bes t year for athletics at
Howard .

0

Ill

2

•

'

Madlynn Anglin , Gra School :
The opening of the chool o f
Business, because today there is
a great ..demand for well trained
Blacks in this field .

..
•

•

Raenelle

Debbie Wood, F .A . Jr: The most
sign ificant event wa s... YEAH
THAT WAS lT.

Humbles,

L .A.

Jr .:

W0~1B !!

•

•

Bury Remy, Engineering Sr.:
When President Cheek decided
to use the last two weeks of
school to discuss the issues and
plight of Black people.

Oonald Ware , Business Sr.:
The success of the football
·and soccer tea1ns for the 1970
season. This is due to the overall
ability of the players and team
work.

)
'

r
•

Renault Hawkins Grad . School:
Mµ11go's Rebellion! It shows
Black People still have a )ong
way to go .

(
•

